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In this article we prove that the system of generalized eigenvectors of the Gribov
operator is an unconditional basis in Bargmann space. We also give a generalized
Ž .diagonalization in the Abel sense of the semigroups, respectively, associated to
this operator and to its square root. Finally, some open problems are pointed out.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Reggeon field theory is one of the attempts to understand strong
interactions, i.e., the interaction between, among other less stable parti-
Ž .cles, protons and neutrons. This theory in zero transverse dimension is
governed by a non self-adjoint Gribov operator constructed as a polyno-
mial in A, AU , the standard Bose annihilation and creation operators. We
w x w xjust refer to Gribov in 10 or Intissar, Le Bellac, and Zerner in 18 for
many references.
This paper, is devoted to the study of the existence of an unconditional
basis in Bargmann space associated to the system of generalized eigenvec-
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tors of the Hamiltonian,
H Y X s lYAU 3A3 q lXAU 2A2 q m AUA q il AU AU q A A ,Ž .l , l , m
where i2 s y1, lY, lX, m, and l are real numbers. The operators A and
AU satisfy the following relation,
w U xA , A s I.
We define the Bargmann space E by
E s f : C “ C entire such that½
2 2y < z <e f z dz dz - ‘ and f 0 s 0 .Ž . Ž .H 5
C
² :E is a Hilbert space for the scalar product ? , ? defined by
2y< z <² :f , c s e f z c z dz dz.Ž . Ž .H
C
5 5The associated norm is denoted by . . An orthonormal basis of E is given
n 'Ž .by e z s z r n! , n s 1, 2, . . . .n
w xThe space E was used in 7 as representation space for the canonical
computation rules of quantum mechanics. Since then it had occurred in
many different contents, e.g., in representation theory of nilpotent Lie
groups and as a class of symbols in the theory of Hankel and Toeplitz
operators.
In this representation, the creator and annihilator operators are defined
by
X  X 4Af z s f z with domain D A s f g E; f g E ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
U U  4A c z s zc z with domain D A s c g E; zc g E .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Therefore, the Gribov operator H Y X can be written asl , l , m
H Y X f z s lY z 3fZ z q lX z 2 q il z fY z q il z 2 q m z fX z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .l , l , m
We denote by D the maximal domain of H Y X and we denote by Dmax l , l , m min
its minimal domain; they are defined by
D s D H Y X s f g E such that H Y X f g E , 4Ž .max max l , l , m l , l , m
D s D H Y XŽ .min min l , l , m
6s f g E such that there exist p g P and c g E with p f½ n 0 n n“‘
6
Y Xand H p c ,5l , l , m n n“‘
where P is the space of polynomials vanishing at the origin.0
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Ž .Let T be a closed linear operator with domain D T dense on a Hilbert
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .space H. We, respectively, denote by r T , s T , Im T , and Ker T , the
resolvent set, spectrum, range, and null space of T. We assume that this
Ž .operator has a compact resolvent, then its spectrum s T is discrete; i.e.,
Ž .  4s T consists of isolated eigenvalues l , n s 1, 2, . . . , with finite alge-n
< <braic multiplicities and such that l “ q‘ as n “ ‘. Let l be ann n
Ž Ž .m.eigenvalue of the operator T , we set H s D Ker T y l I , H is an mG1 n n
root linear finite-dimensional subspace whose dimension is called the
algebraic multiplicity of the eigenvalue l . These subspaces are linearlyn
independent. Vectors in H are called generalized eigenvectors of T ;n
therefore f belongs to H if and only if there exists m G 1 such thatn
Ž .mT y l I f s 0.n
An extensive literature is developed on completeness criteria for gener-
alized eigenvectors. In particular, we refer to the books of Dunford and
w x w xSchwartz 8 and Gohbert and Krein 9 ; under almost minimal conditions
w xon the resolvent, Aimar, Intissar, and Paoli in 1, 2, and 5 have general-
ized and unified some of their results.
The spectral projector on H is defined byn
1 y1P s T y s I ds ,Ž .Hn 2 ip Cn
where C is a positively oriented circle with center at l and such that non n
other eigenvalue lies inside or on the circle.
ŽA natural question is to seek if every f belonging to H or to a subspace
.of H can be expanded in terms of generalized eigenvectors of T. The
Žexact question is to know if the formal Fourier series Ý P f or at least an n
. Žsubsequence of its partial sums converges in norm for every f in H or in
.a subspace of H and if its sum is equal to f.
Ž w xTo situate the difficulty of the question, we mention the problem cf. 8 ,
. Y 2 Ž . XŽ . Ž .Chap. XIX, Section 6 u q m u s 0, 0 - x - 1; u 0 s 0, u 0 s u 1 ,
whose eigenvalues are simple, and we have the asymptotic formula m fn
an q ib Log n, where a and b are real numbers. It is known that the
Ž .system of generalized eigenfunctions of this problem is complete in L 0, 12
Ž .and minimal, but does not form a basis in L 0, 1 .2
For a compact or compact resolvent operator, sufficient conditions for
w x w xan affirmative answer are given in Gohberg and Krein 9 , Markus 23 ,
w xand Yakubov and Mamedov 25 . This present article is devoted to the
application of their results of the Gribov operator H Y X arising inl , l , m
w xReggeon field theory 10 .
We now describe briefly the contents of this paper, section by section. In
Section 2, some classic properties of the Gribov operator are established
and some definitions are recalled for subsequent use. In Section 3, we
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prove that the system of generalized eigenvectors of the Gribov operator is
an unconditional basis in Bargmann space. In Section 4, we give a
generalized diagonalization of the semigroups, respectively, associated to
Y X Y XH and H . Moreover, to end this last section some open'l , l , m l , l , m
problems are pointed out.
2. SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In this section we introduce some classic results concerning the Gribov
operator and we recall some definitions which are used in subsequent
sections. In the following, we adopt the notations,
Uf z s AUAf z with domain D UŽ . Ž . Ž .
 4s f g E; Uf g E harmonic oscillator ,Ž .
U 3 3  4Gf z s A A f z with domain D G s f g ; Gf g E ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
ÄG s G q I ,
H Y s H Y X ,l l , l , m
H X s H X ,l 0, l , m
H s H .m 0, 0, m
Y w x w xFor l s 0, Ando and Zerner in 6 and Intissar in 11, 13]15 have given a
complete spectral theory for the operator H X:l
}Definition of the space of states in the Hamiltonian formalism and
rigorous formulation of the related eigenvalue problem.
}Rigorous study of the domain of the Gribov operator H X .l
}Construction of the associated semigroup and asymptotic behavior
of this semigroup.
For lY / 0, we first begin to collect the basic results for the operators we
defined previously.
Ž .1 In Bargmann space, the adjoint of the derivation operator A is
the multiplication operator AU.
Ž . Ž .2 The injection from D A into the Bargmann space E is compact.
Ž . 5 5 5 U 5 Ž U .3 f F A f for all f g D A .
Ž . U 3 3 U 2 2 U4 A A , A A , and A A are self-adjoint operators with compact
resolvent.
Ž . Y XY5 H is a maximal accretive operator for l ) 0, l G 0, andl
m G 0.
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Ž . 5 5 5 5X6 For every « ) 0, there exists C ) 0 such that H f F « Gf« l
5 5 Ž .q C f for any f g D G .«
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . YY Y7 D H s D H s D G for l / 0.max l min l
Ž . w x w x8 According to the perturbation theory of semigroups 19 and 24 ,
yH Y generates an analytic semigroup eyt HlY.l
We end this section by recalling some useful definitions.
DEFINITION 2.1. Let L and B be linear operators in a Hilbert space H.
Ž w x. Ž . Ž .We say that B is p-subordinate p g 0, 1 to L if D L ; D B and
5 5 5 5 p 5 51ypthere exists a strictly positive constant C such that Bf F C Lf f
Ž .for every f g D L . For p s 1, we say that B is subordinate to L.
DEFINITION 2.2. Let L be a linear operator in a Hilbert space H. The
w x Ž . Ž .operator B is said to be L-compact with order p g 0, 1 if D L ; D B
5 5and for any « ) 0, there exists a constant C ) 0 such that Bf F«
5 5 p 5 51yp 5 5 Ž .« Lf f q C f for every f in D L . The operator B is called«
L-compact, if B is L-compact with unit order.
From these definitions we deduce the following results:
Ž . Ž .1 Let L be an operator in H with a dense domain D L and at
least one regular point l.
We suppose that:
Ž . Ž . Ž .a D L ; D B
Ž .b For any « ) 0, there exists a constant C ) 0 such that«
5 5 5 5 5 5 Ž .Bf F « Lf q C f for every f g D L .«
Ž . Ž .y1g L y lI is compact
Ž .y1Then B L y lI is a compact operator.
Ž . Ž .2 Let L be an operator in H with a dense domain D L and at
least one regular point l.
We suppose that:
Ž . Ž . Ž .a D L ; D B
Ž . Ž .y1b B L y lI is compact
5 5Then for any « ) 0, there exists a constant C ) 0 such that Bf F«
5 5 5 5 Ž .« Lf q C f for every f g D L .«
 4‘DEFINITION 2.3. A sequence V of subspaces of a Hilbert space Hn ns1
Ž .is called a basis of subspaces if any vector f belonging to H can be
uniquely represented as a series f s Ý‘ f such that f g V .ns1 n n n
A basis of subspaces is said to be unconditional if it remains a basis for
H under any permutation of the subspaces appearing in it, i.e., if the
preceding series converges unconditionally for any f g H.
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 4DEFINITION 2.4. A linearly independent sequence f n s 1, 2, . . . , isn
called an unconditional basis with parentheses for H if there exists a
 4 Ž .subsequence n k s 1, 2 . . . ; n s 1 of the positive integers such thatk 0
 4nky1the subspaces spanned by the vectors f form an unconditional basisn nky 1
for H.
3. ON AN UNCONDITIONAL BASIS IN BARGMANN SPACE
In this section, we prove that the system of generalized eigenvectors of
the Gribov operator H Y is an unconditional basis in the Bargmann spacel
E. The analysis is essentially based on the results obtained by Markus in
w x w x23 and by Yacubov and Mamedov in 25 , which we can apply to the
operator of Reggeon field theory.
1 ÄLEMMA 3.1. H is -subordinate to G.m 2
Ä U ÄProof. Let U s m A A where m is the intercept pomeron; U is a
self-adjoint operator with compact resolvent in the Bargmann space E,
Ä ‘ ²and A*A is a generator of an analytic semigroup. Let Uf s Ý l f,ks1 k
:e e be its spectral decomposition, where l s mk is the k th eigenvaluek k k
kÄ 'Ž .of U associated to the eigenvector e z s z r k! . For b ) 0, we definek
Äb Äb ‘ b Äb² : Ž . the operator U by U f s Ý l f, e e with D U s f g E suchks1 k k k
‘ 2 b <² : < 2 4that Ý l f, e - ‘ .ks1 k k
Ä 3 Ä 3Ž . Ž . 5 5 5 5From D G s D U and Gf f U f , it is easy to deduce that
Ž 3r2 . Ž . 5 5D U ; D H and there exists C ) 0 such that H f Fm m , l m
5 3r2 5 Ž 3r2 . 5 3r2 5 2 ² 3r2 3r2 :C U f for any f in D U . But U f s U f, U f sm, l
² 3 : 5 3 5 5 5U f, f F U f f ; consequently, we get
5 5 5 3 51r2 5 51r2 3H f F C U f f , for every f in D U ,Ž .m m , l
and
Ä 1r2 1r25 5 5 5 5 5H f F C Gf f , for every f in D G .Ž .m m , l
Ž . ULEMMA 3.2. Let l the eigen¤alues of G. Then for each l / l ,k k g N k
k g NU , we ha¤e
‘ 1y1 ² :G y lI f s f , e e .Ž . Ý k kl y lkks1
Moreo¤er, if Im l / 0 and if l belongs to a ray with origin zero and of angle
u with u / 0 and u / p , we ha¤e
1 c uŽ .y1G y lI F s .Ž .
< < < <Im l l
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Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that G is a self-adjoint
operator with compact resolvent.
Ž .LEMMA 3.3. There exists a sequence of circles C 0, r k s 1, 2, . . . , ‘ withk
Ä y1 2r b5Ž . 5 < <radii r going to infinity such that G y lI F 2r l for any b G 3k
< <and l s r .k
ÄProof. First, we remark that the eigenvalues of the operator G are
Ž .Ž . 2given by l s k k y 1 k y 2 q 1 and that l y l G k for k G 2.k kq1 k
Ž . Ž .We set r s l q l r2 s l q l y l r2, then from the equal-k kq1 k k kq1 k
Ä y1 Ä Ä Ä5Ž . 5 Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..ity G y lI s 1rd l, s G where l belongs to r G and d l, s G
denotes the distance between the point l and the spectrum of the
Äoperator G, we obtain
1 2 2y1Ä < <G y lI s F F , where l s r .Ž . k2Ä l y l kd l, s GŽ .Ž . kq1 k
Ž . 3 2 3 bFrom r s l q l r2 s k y 2k q k F k F k for any b G 3, wek kq1 k
deduce that
2y1y2rb y2rby2 Äk F r and G y lI F 2 r s ,Ž . Ž .Ž .k k 2r b< <l
for any b G 3.
LEMMA 3.4. Let b such that 3 F b - 4. Then for each « ) 0, there exists
C ) 0 such that«
Ä 2r b 1y2r b5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5H f F « Gf f q C f , for any f g D G .Ž .m «
Proof. Let us recall an interpolation inequality. For a, b, a , and g
positive numbers such that 0 F a F g , then a b bgya F ag q bg. Hence,
for each « ) 0, there exists C ) 0 such that aabgya F « ag q C bg.1 « 1 «1 1
Ä 1r2 1r2 Ä 1r2 1r2 1y2r b Ä 1r2 2r by1r25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5Writing Gf f as Gf f s f Gf f
and because b F 4, we can apply the foregoing interpolation inequality to
1r2 2r by1r2 1Ä5 5 5 5Gf and f with a s and g s 2rb to deduce that2
Ä 1r2 2r by1r2 Ä 2r b 2r b5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5Gf f F « Gf q C f , for every f g D G ,Ž .1 « 1
and
Ä 1r2 1r2 Ä 2r b 1y2r b5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5Gf f F « Gf f q C f , for every f g D G .Ž .1 « 1
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Finally, from this last inequality and from Lemma 3.1, we obtain
Ä 2r b 1y2r b5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5H f F C « Gf f q C C f , for every f g D G ,Ž .m m , l 1 m , l « 1
that is
Ä 2r b 1y2r b5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5H f F « Gf f q C f , for every f g D G .Ž .m «
w xLet us now recall two results due to Yacubov and Mamedov 25 and
w xMarkus 23 :
Ž w xTHEOREM 3.1 Yakubov and Mamedov 25 . Let T be a closed densely
defined linear operator in a Hilbert H with compact resol¤ent and assume that
Ž .there exist a sequence of circles C 0, r , k s 1, . . . , with radii r going tok k
5Ž .y1 5infinity, a constant C ) 0, and an integer m G y1 such that T y lI
< < m < <F C l for l s r . Then the spectrum of the operator T is discrete and fork
Ž mq 2 .any f g D T , there exists a subsequence of partial sums of the series
Ý P f, con¤erging to f in the sense of H.n n
Ž w x.THEOREM 3.2 Markus 23 . Let T be a closed densely defined linear
operator in a Hilbert H with compact resol¤ent, let L be a normal operator
with compact resol¤ent and its spectrum lying on a finite number of rays, and
1ypw . Ž . Ž .assume that, for some p g 0, 1 , limr “‘ N r, L rr - ‘, where N r, L
denotes the sum of the multiplicities of all eigen¤alues of L contained in the
 < < 4disk l g C such that l F r . If the operator B s T y L is subordinate to L
with order p, then the system of root ¤ectors of T forms an unconditional basis
with parentheses in H.
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are used in the proof of the next theorem, which
forms the main part of this section.
THEOREM 3.3. For lY / 0 and lX s 0, we ha¤e the following statements:
Ž . Ž 2 .Y Yi The spectrum of the operator H is discrete and for any f g D H ,l l
there exists a subsequence of partial sums of series Ý‘ P f con¤erging to fns1 n
in E.
Ž . Yii The system of generalized eigen¤ectors of the operator H is anl
unconditional basis with parentheses in E.
Ä Ä Ä y1 ÄŽ . Ž . Ž . ŽProof. i Let l g r G . Due to the equality G G y lI s I q l G
y1 Ä Ä y1. 5 Ž . 5y lI and from the inequality of Lemma 3.3, we obtain G G y lI
< <1y2r b < <F 1 q 2 l for any b G 3 and l s r “ ‘. Therefore, for b G 3k
< <and l s r sufficiently large, we have:k
Ä Ä y1 1y2r bŽ . 5 Ž . 5 < <) G G y lI F 3 l
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Now, it follows from Lemma 3.4 that for each « ) 0, there exists C ) 0«
such that:
Ä y1 Ä Ä y1 2r b y1 1y2 bŽ . 5 Ž . 5 5 Ž . 5 5Ž . 5)) H G y lI f F « G G y lI f G y lI fm
Ä y15Ž . 5qC G y lI f .«
Ž . Ž .From ) and )) and the estimate of Lemma 3.3 it follows that
y1 y2r b y2r bÄ 5 5 < < 5 5 < < 5 5H G y lI f F 3« f q 2C l f s 3« q 2C l f .Ž .m « «
1 y1Ä< < 5 Ž . 5Hence, for « - and l s r “ ‘, we get H G y lI F q - 1.k m3
Then, using the Neuman identity:
ky1 y1 y1
‘Ä Ä ÄG q H y lI s G y lI Ý yH G y lI ,Ž . Ž .ž /m ks0 mž /
we obtain
y1 y1 y2r bÄ Ä Ä < <G q H y lI F C G y lI F C l ,Ž .ž /m m m
< <where l s r “ ‘,k
and
y1 y1 y2r bY Ä Ä Ä < <Y Yl G q H y lI F C G y lI F C l ,Ž .ž /m l l
< <where l s r “ ‘,k
i.e.,
y1 Ä y2r bŽ . 5Ž . 5 < < < <Y Y))) H y lI F C l where l s r “ ‘.l l k
Ä y1Ž .From the compactness of G y lI and the previous Neuman identity,
it follows that the resolvent of the operator H Y is compact in E. There-l
Ž . Yfore, due to estimate ))) , the operator H q lI satisfies the assump-l
tions of Theorem 3.1 and the first assertion of the theorem is proved.
ÄŽ . Ž Ž . .ii Let N C 0, r , G be the sum of the multiplicities of the eigen-k
Ž .values of the operator G which are included in the circle C 0, r withk
w Ž .Ž .xradius r s k k y 1 2k y 1 r2. Then, for b G 3 we obtaink
ÄN C 0, r , GŽ .Ž .k 3Ž2r by1.lim s lim k .k F 1.1y2r br k“‘kr “‘k
Consequently, the second assertion of the theorem follows from Theo-
rem 3.2
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Ž . Y U 3 3 XRemark 3.1. 1 By adding the term l A A to H , we obtain al
strong diagonalization of H Y .l
Ž . Y X2 For l s 0 and l / 0, the results of the preceding theorem
remain open, although we hope to obtain a similar diagonalization.
Ž . Y X3 For l s 0, l s 0, and m / 0, notice that H is very far fromm
normal. Not only its self-adjoint and skew-adjoint parts do not commute
but there is no inclusion in either way between their domains or with the
domain of their commutator.
4. GENERALIZED DIAGONALIZATION OF THE
SEMIGROUP eyt HlY AND eyt HlY
1r2
The aim of this section is to study the semigroup eyt HlY
1r2
on Bargmann
space. In particular, we prove that the series Ý‘ eyt HlY
1r2
P convergesns1 n
strongly to eyt HlY
1r2
for any t ) 0.
DEFINITION 4.1. Let K be a compact operator in the Hilbert space H.
K is said to belong to the Carleman-class C , p ) 0, with order p, if thep
‘ pŽ . Ž .series Ý s K converges, where s K are the eigenvalues of thens1 n n
U'operator K K . In the particular case p s 2, C is exactly the2
Hilbert]Schmidt class and for p s 1, C is said class of nuclear operators1
or trace operators.
For a systematic treatment of the operators of Carleman-class, we refer
w xto the Gohberg and Krein's book 9 but for subsequent use, we need to
begin this section by recalling the concept of summability using Abel's
method.
Let T be an operator with a dense domain and a discrete spectrum in a
 4Hilbert space H. In the following, H , n s 1, 2, . . . , are used to denoten
the system of all root subspaces of the operator T which are associated to
the eigenvalues numbered in increasing order and repeated according
 4multiplicities. f , n s 1, 2, . . . , denote the system of root vectors of then
operator T , obtained by consecutive numbering of the basis of the sub-
 4spaces H for n s 1, 2, . . . , composed from the Jordan sequences. Then
 4Fourier coefficients with respect to the system f , n s 1, 2, . . . , aren n
² U: ² U:defined for any vector f g H, by c s f, f r f , f where then n n n
 U4system f , n s 1, 2, . . . , is the system of root vectors of the operatorn n
U  4T . Even if the system f , n s 1, 2, . . . , is complete, it is well knownn n
that it is not possible to say anything about the convergence of the Fourier
series Ý‘ c f to the vector f. Let a be a strictly positive real number,ns1 n n
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we introduce the following polynomials with respect to the real param-
eter t,
1 etj
ya
dm yaa ytjP , t s e , m s 0, 1, . . . ,Ž .m mž /j m! dj
‘ ‘ Ž .and we compare the series Ý c f with the series Ý c t f whosens1 n n ns1 n n
coefficients are defined in the following way:
If f is an eigenvector of the operator T associated to the eigenvalue ln n
without a Jordan chain, we set
² U:f , fa nytlnc t s e c , where c s ,Ž .n n n U² :f , fn n
 1 s4and if f , f , . . . , f , s G 0, is a Jordan chain corresponding to then n n
eigenvalue l , then we setn
syj
ayt l akc t s e P l , t c , 0 F j F s.Ž . Ž .Ýnq j m n kqjqm
ms0
We say that the series Ý‘ c f is summable by Abel's method of order ans1 n n
if there exists a sequence of integers m , m , . . . , m , . . . , with m s 10 1 n 0
Ž . ‘ m ny1 Ž .such that, for any t ) 0, the series u t s Ý Ý c t f convergesns1 jsm j jny 1
Ž .and lim u t s f.t “ 0
Ž w x.THEOREM 4.1 V. B. Lidskii 21 . Let K be a compact operator in a
‘ pŽ .Hilbert space H. Suppose that the series Ý s K con¤erges for somens1 n
U'Ž .p ) 0, where s K are the eigen¤alues of the operator K K and supposen
² :that the ¤alues of the quadratic form Kf; f lie in a sector S of ther
complex z-plane defined by
p 1
S s z g C; Arg z F , with r ) Max p , .Ž .r ½ 5 ž /2 r 2
Then for e¤ery f in the range of the operator K, the corresponding Fourier
series with respect to the system of root ¤ectors of K is summable by Abel's
method of order a to the ¤ector f where p F a - r.
LEMMA 4.1. For lY / 0, the resol¤ent of H Y belongs to Carleman-classl
1C for any p ) .p 3
Proof. Because the eigenvalues of the self-adjoint operator G are
Ž .Ž .l s n n y 1 n y 2 , the resolvent of G belongs to Carleman-class Cn p
1for any p ) . Now, as3
‘ ky1 y1 y1Y Y Yl G q H y s I s l G y s I yH l G y s I ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý ž /m m
ks0
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by applying the minimax theorem, it follows that the resolvent operator H Yl
1belongs to Carleman-class C for any p ) .p 3
LEMMA 4.2. For lY ) 0 and m ) 0, there exist b ) 0 and d ) 0 such0
²Ž . :Ythat the ¤alues of the quadratic form H q b I f, f lie in the sector ofl 0
complex z-plane,
yp p
YS s z g C; q d F Arg z F y d , for any f g D H .Ž . Ž .l½ 52 2
Proof. We remark that
U U U² : < < ² :il A A q A A , f , f F l A q A Af , AfŽ . Ž .
2 2< < ² : <² : <F l A f , Af q Af , A f
< < 5 2 5 5 5F 2 l A f . Af .
5 5 5 5Using the estimate f F Af , we get
2U U 3² : < < 5 5 5 5 5 5il A A q A Af , f F 2 l A f . Af q b fŽ . 0
2 2 23< < 5 5 5 5 5 5F l A f q Af q b f0
² Y U :F C l G q m A A q b I f , f .Ž .0
Ž < ² : < < ²Ž . : <.Y YThis last inequality implies that tan Im H f, f rRe H q b I f, fl l 0
Ž . ²Ž Yis bounded; then, there exists d ) 0 such that ypr2 q d F Arg H ql
. : Ž .Yb I f, f F pr2 y d for any f g D H .0 l
THEOREM 4.2. For lY ) 0 and m ) 0, we ha¤e the following statements:
Ž . Yi The system of generalized eigen¤ectors of the Gribo¤ operator H isl
complete in Bargmann space E.
Ž .ii The corresponding Fourier series with respect to the system of
generalized eigen¤ectors of the Gribo¤ operator H Y is summable by Abel'sl
method of unit order and the series Ý‘ eyt HlYP con¤erges strongly to eyt HlYns1 n
for any t ) 0.
Proof. By means of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, the Gribov operator H Yl
satisfies the assumptions of Lidskii's Theorem 4.1; therefore, the earlier
theorem follows directly from the Lidskii's theorem. In particular, if we set
Ž . yt HlY Ž .u t s e f, then u t is the solution of the Cauchy problem,
uX t s yH Y u t ,Ž . Ž .l½ u 0 s f ,Ž .
and the series Ý‘ eyt HlYP converges strongly to eyt HlY for any t ) 0.ns1 n
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For the study of the semigroup eyt HlY
1r2
on Bargmann space, we need
the following theorems.
Ž w x.THEOREM 4.3 Kato 19 . Let T be a maximal accreti¤e operator acting
in a Hilbert space H. Then there exists an unique maximal accreti¤e square
2' ' 'Ž .root T of T such that T s T and T has the following additional
properties:
'Ž .1 T is m-sectorial with the numerical range contained in the sector,
p
z g C; Arg z F .Ž .½ 54
'Ž . Ž .2 D T is a core of T .
'Ž .3 T has a compact resol¤ent if and only if T has.
ŽwFrom the previous theorem and Krein's theorem 20, Chap. I, Theorem
x. Y Y5.4 , one can define a square-root H such that y H generates an' 'l l
yt HlY1r2 Ž . yt HlY1r2analytic semigroup e . The function u t s e f is a solution of
YŽ . Ž .Ythe abstract elliptic problem u t s H u t , t ) 0 with the boundaryl
Ž .condition u 0 s f.
w x.THEOREM 4.4 22, 16 . Let K be a compact operator acting on a Hilbert
space H. We suppose that:
Ž . < ² : <i Arg Kf, f F pr2 for any f g H
Ž .ii K g Cp
'Then K g C .2 p
y1 1
YBecause the operator H belongs to Carleman-class C for all p ) ,l p 3
y1
Y'it follows from the preceding theorem that H belongs to Carleman-l
2class C for any p ) . Thus, by Lidskii's theorem, we get the followingp 3
result:
THEOREM 4.5. The series Ý‘ eyt HlY
1r2
P con¤erges strongly to eyt HlY1r2ns1 n
Ž . yt HlY1r2 Ž 3r2 .for any t ) 0. In particular, if we set u t s e f with f g D G ,
Ž .then u t is the solution of the second-order problem,
uY t s H Y u t ,Ž . Ž .l½ u 0 s f .Ž .
We end this section with some open problems:
Ž . Y X Xa For l s 0 and l / 0, the resolvent of H belongs tol
1 Ž w x w x.Carleman-class C for any p ) see 2 or 12 and we can apply thep 2
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Lidskii's theorem to give a generalized diagonalization of the semigroup
eyt HlY for any t ) 0. But the problem of diagonalization of eyt HlY
1r2
is
open.
Ž . Y Xb For l s 0, l s 0, and m / 0, the resolvent of H belongs tom
Ž w x w x.Carleman-class C for any « ) 0 see 3 or 4 . However, the complete-1q«
ness of the system of generalized eigenvectors of H and the diagonaliza-m
tion of the semigroup eyt Hm are open problems.
Ž . Y X w xc For l s 0, l s 0, and m s 0, in 17 , the boundary conditions at
infinity are used in a description of all maximal dissipative extensions in
U Ž U .Bargmann space of the minimal operator A A q A A. The characteris-
tic functions of the dissipative extensions are computed and completeness
theorems are obtained for the system of generalized eigenvectors.
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